Biblical Interpretation
Encounter: Experiencing God in Everyday
Ascension Press
BI 200.49

Interactive

2013

DVD

Eight 30 min sesssions

Part of a Series

Encounter: Experiencing God in the Everyday is more than a Bible study program. It is a lifechanging experience that speaks directly to the hearts and minds of middle school aged kids.
Designed specifically for 6th to 8th grades, Encounter uses the color-coded Bible Timeline learning
system to reveal the story of our faith and God’s plan for our lives.

Galatians: Set Free to Live
Ascension Press
BI 200.47

Interactive

2013

DVD

Eight 50 min sessions

Part of a Series

Paul’s letter to the Galatians speaks directly to the heart of Christians and addresses the most
important question we can ask: “What must we do to be saved?” This fascinating letter reveals the
merciful love that God the Father has for us, his children. It speaks of the extraordinary gift of
salvation that Jesus has won for us, and it explains how we can unite ourselves to Christ’s
redeeming sacrifice through faith and love. Galatians is a study that will reignite your love for God
as you learn of the astonishing love God has for you.
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The Christ: A Faithful Picture of Jesus from the Gospels
Saint Benedict Press
BI 200.34

Instructional

2011

DVD

Eight 30 min. sessions

Part of a Series

The best place to find out who Jesus is in the Bible, specifically in the Gospels. All four evangelists
have different presentations of Jesus in their Gospels. Do they all present the same Jesus? Father
Alfred McBride O.Praem., named one of the most influential religious educators of the 20th century
by the Talbot School of Theology, explains that each Gospel has a unique emphasis. A truly faithful
picture of Jesus must be gleaned from studying all four Gospels.

T3: Acts; The Keys and the Sword
Ascension Press
BI 200.56

Interactive

2009

DVD

Four 30 min sessions

Part of a Series

In this 4-part study, Mark Hart provides comprehensive teaching and commentary on the Acts of
the Apostles. Teens will learn about the heroic moments, powerful testimonies, and daring
adventures of the first Christians.

T3: Revelation; The Lion and the Lamb
Ascension Press
BI 200.57

Interactive

2009

DVD

Four 30 min sessions

Part of a Series

In this 4-part DVD series Mark Hart provides comprehensive teaching and commentary on the
Book of Revelation. Teens will learn foundations for understanding Revelation, while discover its
timeless significance and daily relevance.
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T3: Thy Kingdom Come
Ascension Press
BI 200.55

Interactive

2008

DVD

Eight 30 min sessions

Part of a Series

In this 8-part DVD series Mark Hart provides comprehensive teaching and commentary on the
Gospel of Matthew. Witness firsthand the timeless power of the Gospel for this post-modern
generation as your young Catholics come and come face-to-face with the love and mercy of Jesus
Christ.

A Quick Journey Through the Bible
Ascension Press
BI 200.37

Interactive

2007

DVD

Eight 30 min. sessions

Part of a Series

Presented by Jeff Cavins, the Quick Journey study briefly covers salvation history complemented
by group discussion questions, useful maps and charts, and brief assignments for home study. This
study makes the complexity of the Bible simple through an easy-to-follow narrative approach and
an ingenious color-coded Bible timeline. This is a great way to "get your feet wet" and learn how to
begin authentic Catholic Bible study.

Revelation: The Kingdom Yet to Come
Ascension Press
BI 200.42

Interactive

2006

DVD

Ten 50 min. sessions

Part of a Series

In this intriguing look at one of the most talked-about books in Scripture, Jeff Cavins explores
Revelation to demonstrate how the Kingdom established by Christ in His Church is intimately
connected with the Kingdom of Heaven, especially through the celebration of the Mass. You will
also learn what all the mysterious figures and images of Revelation represent, as well as what will
happen during the Second Coming of Christ, what has already happened, and what is happening
now in salvation history.
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The Bible Timeline: The Story of Salvation
Ascension Press
BI 200.38

Interactive

2006

DVD

Twenty-three 50 min. ses Part of a Series

The Bible Timeline: The Story of Salvation is a fascinating study that takes you on a journey
through the entire Bible. Go deep into each period of salvation history and discover the amazing
story woven throughout all of Scripture. Using a unique color-coded system, you will learn the
major people, places, and events of the Bible and see how they all come together to reveal the
remarkable story of our faith.

Adventures in Acts: The Spread of the Kingdom
Ascension Press
BI 200.41

Interactive

2006

DVD

Twenty 50 min. sessions

Part of a Series

Step Three in The Great Adventure Bible Study Program, Acts: The Spread of the Kingdom, builds
on The Bible Timeline and Matthew by showing how Christ's Kingdom on earth is empowered to
carry out his work in the world. The book of Acts shows the Church, enlivened by the Holy Spirit,
teaching, preaching, healing, and restoring outcasts in the same way that Jesus did on earth. The
Acts of the Apostles provides an historic framework for understanding the rest of the New
Testament. Paul’s letters in particular come alive in a new way when they are read within the
context of the Acts narrative.

First Corinthians: The Church and the Christian Community
Ascension Press
BI 200.44

Interactive

2006

DVD

Ten 30 min. sessions

Part of a Series

The conflicts of the early Christians in Corinth are in many ways similar to our struggles today as
Christians. With divisions, immorality, persecution, and other trials of the faithful, the message of
St. Paul to the Corinthians is a much-needed message for our own times. First Corinthians: The
Church and the Christian Community explores the key elements that the apostle Paul introduced to
a new and growing Church. St. Paul taught the Corinthians about the nature of grace and the
Church as the Body of Christ. In addition, he introduced the Corinthian Christians to the most
powerful gift of all, the Eucharist.
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Exodus: Called to Freedom
Ascension Press
BI 200.43

Interactive

2006

DVD

Ten 30 min. sessions

Part of a Series

The Exodus can be viewed as the defining moment in Israel's history, for it was then that God
called Israel out of slavery in Egypt and to a life of freedom as His people. Exodus: Called to
Freedom looks through the lens of Christ and the Church to show that, more than just seeking to
free His people from the domination of Pharaoh, God desired to free His people from the far more
sinister tyranny of sin, so they could live the authentic freedom that belongs to children of God.
Because of this, the Exodus story is not just Israel's story, it is our story as well; it tells us who God
is and what He calls us to be.

Psalms: The School of Prayer
Ascension Press
BI 200.46

Interactive

2006

DVD

Eleven 50 min. sesssions

Part of a Series

With Psalms: The School of Prayer, The Great Adventure moves from telling the Story to making it
personal. While the historical books of the Bible recount God's creative and redemptive acts in
history, the Psalms reveal Israel's response to God's covenant offer and serve as a model for our
response to Him. Indeed, one could say that the historical books tell the "outside" of the story of
Israel by giving an historical perspective, while the Psalms tell the "inside" story, which comes from
the deeply personal perspective of one who is seeking God. Our communication with God is
enhanced by a deeper understanding of the book of Psalms.

T3: the teen timeline
Ascension Press
BI 200.48

Interactive

2006

DVD

Eight 30 min sessions

Part of a Series

In this 8-part DVD series Mark Hart provides an engaging overview of salvation history, giving
teens “the big picture” of the Bible in a way they can relate to and understand. Each 30 minute
presentation is designed to accompany a lesson in the T3: The Teen Timeline Study Kit and
Leader’s Guide, which contain the essential reading assignments, questions, suggested responses,
and optional quizzes for the study.
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James: Pearls for Wise Living
Ascension Press
BI 200.45

Interactive

2006

DVD

Ten 50 min. sessions

Part of a Series

James is one of the most practical books of the Bible. Like the book of Proverbs, it is a book of
wisdom, a collection of teachings on issues faced by ordinary Christians in everyday life. These
teachings speak loudly to all those who feel torn between the competing demands of this world and
their faith. This study offers "pearls for wise living" by applying the wisdom of James to the present
day. For anyone who has struggled to live a truly Christian life, James offers a wealth of practical
solutions for handling and even sanctifying everyday circumstances.

Adventures in Matthew: The King and His Kingdom
Ascension Press
BI 200.39

Interactive

2006

DVD

Twenty-four 50 min. sess Part of a Series

Building directly on the foundation laid in The Bible Timeline, Step Two in The Great Adventure
Bible Study Series, Matthew: The King and His Kingdom, shows how Jesus builds on the
foundation laid in the Old Testament to inaugurate the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. Experience
how Jesus relived the life and struggles of Israel to become the faithful and victorious King, and see
how the promises of the Old Testament are fulfilled in Christ and his Apostles.

Yeshua/ Jesus: Exploring the Jewish Roots of Jesus
Marc Villager Productions
BI 200.51

Documentary

2005

DVD

85 minutes

Part of a Series

In this two-part documentary investigation, we explore the Jewish origins of the Christian faith.
This video uncovers some wonderful truths about the character, background and personality of
Jesus which have been overlooked by much of the church.
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The Passover
Gospel Films
BI 200.54

Drama

2001

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

This unusual and delightful presentation welcomes you into a Jewish home for the festival meal
celebrated on the first night of the Passover. This unique film promotes a new understanding
between Jew and Gentile, making each aware of their ties with the other.

A First Look at the Old Testament
Resources for Christian Living
BI 200.6

Instructional

1998

VHS

25 minutes

Part of a Series

This introduction to the Old Testament offers us an easy-to-follow road map through the history of
the Hebrew people. The books of the Old Testament reveal a people's reflection on God's call as
they experienced it in their history.

Adventures from the Bible: Creation to Moses
Pauline Communication Network
BI 200.29

Animation

1998

VHS

26 minutes

Part of a Series

The stories of creation, Cain and Abel, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, Joseph and Moses come alive in an
entertaining way that engages children today. Through their adventures, Jon and the young
viewer discover God's faithful love for his people, both then and now.
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A First Look at the New Testament
Resources for Christian Living
BI 200.7

Instructional

1998

VHS

25 minutes

Part of a Series

God's Word is a living Word that calls to us throughout our lives. The Holy Bible where we
encounter God's Word is much more than words on a page. It is our book of faith, weaving
together the unchanging story of God's love for us.

An Introduction to the Spirituality of the Books of the Bible
Resources for Christian Living
BI 200.5

Instructional

1998

VHS

25 minutes

Part of a Series

Jesus of Nazareth, revealed to us through the New Testament, is the center of the Bible. He was
born in a small land dominated by the Roman Empire, in a world that had drifted far from God.
Yet God so much wanted to save us that God took on our humanity in the person of Jesus.

Battle of David and Goliath: Truth or Myth?
A Group Productions
BI 200.22

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

The triumph of David over Goliath -- an unlikely victory celebrated as a sign of God's strength
…but did it really happen? Was there a giant named Goliath and a real David? Did they in fact
duel to the death? A surprising demonstration will amaze you!
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The Fiery Furnace: Could Anyone Survive It?
A Group Productions
BI 200.21

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

Three men are shoved into a white-hot brick furnace. As hungry flames hide the condemned men,
an angry crowd waits for screams…that never come. A computer simulation walks you into the
blistering furnace with the three prisoners…but will you walk back out…without a miracle?

Noah's Ark: What Happened to It?
A Group Productions
BI 200.3

Documentary

1995

VHS

42 minutes

Part of a Series

Can it be true? Does a giant wooden ark lie beneath ice on the crumbling north slope of Mount
Ararat? Decide for yourself--but not before you share the remarkable adventures of Ararat's
explorers documented in this video.

Was There a Worldwide Flood?
A Group Productions
BI 200.2

Documentary

1995

VHS

34 minutes

Part of a Series

Persia…China…Egypt…In more than 200 cultures around the globe, the same story surfaces.
Ingredients include a flood. A large boat. Animals. And a few select survivors. Coincidence? But
where could enough water be found to cover the earth? And where would it all go? Consider the
shocking secrets unlocked by recent scientifice findings and archaelogical digs!
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Noah's Ark: Fact or Fable?
A Group Productions
BI 200.1

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

A sudden global flood sends seas and rivers ripping over their banks. Torrents of rain casade
down. Startling new oceanographic tests point to inescapable conclusions…

Moses' Red Sea Miracle: Did It Happen?
A Group Productions
BI 200.18

Documentary

1995

VHS

28 minutes

Part of a Series

A burning bush appears on a rocky hillside. A sign from God…or a hallucination of a sunstruck
shepherd? Nearly 2 million refugees scramble across the Red Sea on a mysterious ridge of dry
land-- then watch a pursuing Egyptian army drown…a miracle or mirage? Discover the amazing
truth.

Tower of Babel: Fact or Fiction?
A Group Productions
BI 200.23

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

A spiraling tower rises above the ancient city of Babylon-- until God scatters both its bricks and
builders -- fact or fiction? Could such a structure really have been built? An if so, how did it vanish
without a trace?
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Moses' Ten Commandments: Tablets from God?
A Group Productions
BI 200.19

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

Two stone tablets inscribed by the finger of God…disappear. Where are they now? Lost in the
dust of history -- or lying in a dark cavern beneath a political hotbed? A recent archaeological
expedition raises questions and an explosive possibilty.

Samson: Strongman Hero or Legend?
A Group Productions
BI 200.25

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

He's one of the Bible's most colorful characters. Proud, impulsive, vengeful…but was he real? New
architectural discoveries add a surprising twist to Samson's stories.

Sodom and Gomorrah: Legend or Real Event?
A Group Productions
BI 200.26

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

Two cities scorched into oblivion as fire and brimstone pour down from the sky…and only one
man and his family escape the disaster. "Impossible," say critics. But recent archaeological digs
say otherwise. See for yourself: Do ancient bones, pottery, and ashes sifted from stony ground
south of the Dead Sea have a story to tell the world today?
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Walls of Jericho: Did they Tumble Down?
A Group Productions
BI 200.27

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

Jericho...one of the world's oldest and most mysterious cities. Could its fortress walls suddenly
collapse at a mere trumpet blast? The rushing waters of the Jordan River miraculously stop flowing
to give advancing Israelites an attack route to the city? Skeptics say no; but, silent witnesses
recently unearthed from ancient Jericho say otherwise.

Shroud of Turin: Fraud or Evidence of Christ's Resurrection?
A Group Productions
BI 200.28

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

Is it the burial cloth that covered Jesus in the tomb? A silent witness of the greatest event in
history? Or is it a fraud? An elaborate hoax that has fooled millions for centuries? What secrets
does it keep? Now evidence gathered from 44 scientific studies has been weighed -- and the
chilling truth can be told!

Ark of the Covenant: Lost or Hidden Away?
A Group Productions
BI 200.24

Documentary

1995

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

An ancient wooden chest covered with beaten gold…a Hollywood prop or historical fact? Could
the elaborate metalwork described in the the Bible actually be completed by a tribe of refugees
shuffling through the Sinai Desert? And if the ark did exist- where is it now? A group of rabbis
claim they found it in a 1981 excavation…but when will they ease open lid? And what waits
insides?
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Kingdom (5)
Brown Roa
BI 200.15

Documentary

1994

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

The kingdom theme is rich in the symbols of Ancient Near Eastern rulers. We review the history of
Israel's short-lived monarchy, the exile and Maccabean era. Underlying all is the biblical notion of
what a ruler should be and we are challenged to bring about the reign of God in our hearts, homes,
workplaces and world.

Journey of Faith (1)
Brown Roa
BI 200.11

Documentary

1994

VHS

30 minutes

Part of a Series

We are introduced to the land and people of the Bible and to the Bible itself. The story of
Abraham's journey into the unknown provides a pattern for exploring times of challenge,
adventure and surrender in one's own life.

Biblical Archaeology (2)
Brown Roa
BI 200.12

Documentary

1994

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

A look behind the scenes shows how archaeology helps us understand the historical and cultural
settings of the Bible. We learn how important this understanding is to grasping the biblical
message for us today.
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Exodus (4)
Brown Roa
BI 200.14

Documentary

1994

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

The Exodus theme is explored as a process of becoming. We look in on a Seder where members of
a Jewish family recount those events which brought them from slavery to freedom. We are
challenged to recognize the exodus events in our own lives and to see in them the mystery of death
and resurrection.

Covenant (3)
Brown Roa
BI 200.13

Documentary

1994

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

We become familiar with the prophet Jeremiah who proclaims a new covenant built on those which
have preceded it. As we journey back through history, the essential elements of love, forgiveness
and fidelity unfold and we are challenged to examine our own covenant relationships with family,
friends, and community.

Mysteries of the Bible: Volume 4
Arts and Entertainment Networks
BI 200.9

Documentary

1993

VHS

100 minutes

Part of a Series

Masada: The Last Fortress/Jesus: Holy Child
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Mysteries of the Bible: Volume 2
Arts and Entertainment Networks
BI 200.8

Documentary

1993

VHS

100 minutes

Part of a Series

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

Moses at Mount Sinai/Jesus in the Galilee

Jesus: The Final Days
Reader's Digest
BI 200.33

Documentary

1991

See Jerusalem as it appeared in Jesus' day. Learn about the Temple priests and the political turmoil
at the time. Join Jesus at the Last Supper. Witness the last events of his life and the Resurrection.

Jesus: The Story Begins
Reader's Digest
BI 200.31

Documentary

1991

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

Travel the dusty roads with Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem. Learn about Herod and the men from
the East. Witness daily life in Egypt where the Holy Family sought refuge. Relive the trek to
Jerusalem for sacrifice as Jesus may experienced it.
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Jesus: Among the People
Reader's Digest
BI 200.32

Documentary

1991

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

Listen to John the Baptist as he preaches repentance. Watch Jesus teach in the synagogues and walk
with him through Galilee, Samaria, and Judea. Witness the parables being told as well as the
miracles being performed.

Where Jesus Walked
United Christian Productions, INC
BI 200.52

Documentary

1988

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

Capturing the beauty of the Holy Land, yesterday and today, and recording film never seen before,
this pilgrimage will touch deeply all who view it. Beautifully photographed, with scriptural
narrative and original music, this visual account of Jesus' life takes on a deeper spiritual meaning
for those who see the sacred places which witnessed His teachings, miracles, passion, death,
resurrection and ascension.

The Holy Land: 5000 Years
Doko Video
BI 200.53

Documentary

1985

VHS

60 minutes

Part of a Series

This magnificent one-hour video presents every major Holy Land site, from biblical era till present
day Israel, in chronological order.
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Peter and Paul
Gateway Films
BI 200.35

Drama

1981

VHS

194 minutes

Part of a Series

This epic network television mini-series brings to life the precarious existence of early Christianity.
The new movement is beset by violent opposition from without and constant turmoil from within.
Two key leaders emerge--Peter and Paul--who struggle to keep the faith alive. This dramatic
presentation follows the pair, together and separately, through three epochal decades.

Peter and Paul
Gateway Films
BI 200.36

Drama

1981

DVD

194 minutes

Part of a Series

This epic network television mini-series brings to life the precarious existence of early Christianity.
The new movement is beset by violent opposition from without and constant turmoil from within.
Two key leaders emerge--Peter and Paul--who struggle to keep the faith alive. This dramatic
presentation follows the pair, together and separately, through three epochal decades.

How the Bible Came to Be
Gospel Films
BI 200.4

Documentary

1978

VHS

55 minutes

Part of a Series

Two volumes on one tape provide a wonderful way to begin a family or group study of the Bible.
This carefully documented presentation of the origins of Scripture is beautifully photographed in
the Holy Land.
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